
Memory Retrieval Session for OriAna, June 16, 2020 
 
Question:  ♦1) What is my soul group? (144 flames? Soul cluster?) 

Answer: Your soul group is on the 20th dimension of existence, high thinking and creator beings 
who make new universes those are the soul cluster characteristics, advanced energy source 
materializers and are able to quickly manifest physical things into reality then dematerialize them 
when these things are no longer needed in existence. 

Question: -Planet of origin, with galaxy and star system? 

Answer: The planet of origin in Mindara, Galaxy is Saturna in the Beijad star system. 
 
Question: -Do I have representatives of my star family here on Earth (lifelong I've been an 
orphan, no family whatsoever who helped me in life - I brought myself up from age 11 onwards, 
as a street kid and more), have no relatives, no real friends, no homeland, no passport, feel like 
stranded on a (very) alien planet here...) 

Answer: You have one representative of your star family on Earth named Bejlin but you do not 
know her and she has never met you in person, you have met on the astral planes several times. 
 
Question: -Pinpoints to keys and codes specific to my soul? 

Answer: The keys and codes specific to your soul are 23 universes and rising none standard 
capacity matrix flux in between realities, you come in and out of various timelines there is lack of 
grounding to anchor to one time line and reality as you search for your optimum capacity 
existence. 

24206496 Mega flux capacity time line 74, 22448899 Star System Index Alpha Centauri and 
Proxima Beta Coding Ancient A.I. Time Matrix Capacities 3348 Time Travel Angles 96 degree 
source codes incoming and outgoing 77 parallels and realities 28 voided matrixes.  Time dilutions 
10 positive and seven negative.  Sometimes you exist displaced out of time and not belonging to 
time line capacities hence not feeling or being connected to grounding energies of planets.  

Question: -What purpose and mission does my soul have? 

Answer: Your soul purpose is to strive to create spiritual connections and harmonies on Earth, 
you are one of the wonderers with secret and sacred knowledge of past civilizations on Earth and 
other planets, your mission is to teach that knowledge to those that have forgotten it here on 
Earth.  It’s easier for you to teach others on the astral planes then in physicality what we have 
forgotten about our past civilizations and advanced knowledge of energetic technologies. 

Question: -Why is it here? 

Answer: Your soul is here to access the ancient knowledge and technologies of the Egyptians 
and other civilizations like it to actually find their energetic frequencies and rebuild the power ley 
lines on the Earthly surface to rebalance the electromagnetic field around the planet so it is 
stabilized.  
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Question: -My soul name? 

Answer: Your soul name is Ashdana.  You had golden skin, long white hair, and greenish brown 
eyes, female, humanoid.  You enjoyed hover boarding and flying on your hover board above the 
oceans and in the sky.  That was your favorite activity in your free spare time when you were not 
working.  Your work included terraforming planets and engineering new universes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question: -Soul group name? 

Answer: Ayonadanya 

Question: -Tonal chord and soul colors? 

Answer: Tonal chord is Sa-wan-asa-day-ana and soul colors are orange, gold, silver, blue, and 
coral. 

Topics  ♦2) SSP, to be or not to be? See previous list: your remarks, impressions, readings. 

«SSP To Be Or Not To Be» motives for my questioning: 

Question: 1) I'm not at all from this world (wrong frequency compared to "before"), always felt 
lost/stranded on an alien planet here (star seed?). I always knew my mission very, very clearly, 

Ashdana on her hover board 
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for a specific, agreed purpose which has since then been cancelled (by the person himself) for 
reasons "that had nothing to do with me" (in this case Chinese political situation). So my whole 
life/was destroyed since then, I'm just stranded here left to die on the streets, very, very literally, 
and long for precise answers. 

Answer: Your purpose on Earth is to create a new construct reality where the ley lines of the 
planet are activated with all the electromagnetic frequencies to strengthen the Earth’s magnetic 
sphere, this is the current life mission and plan in your altered time line reality that is the now 
which you live in.  You are a wonderer on Earth and are used to higher concepts of advanced 
realities while living with more evolved beings, Earth seems like a primitive and foreign place to 
you because it is as it is not your usual lower vibration incarnation destination.  

Question: 2) I was born in the wrong place & family, like monitored star seeds that are born in a 
family there to destroy them and prevent them from doing what they came here to do: this is a 
fact I've always been aware of, but don't know why, who, etc. 

Answer: You were not supposed to be born on Earth in this lifetime you were supposed to be 
part of a species called the Yadara on the planet Yurata in the Acenian Galaxy in the Yurima star 
system.  The Yadara are galactic geneticists and cosmic engineer’s literally changing timelines 
and doing time travel in Earth’s past and future, that is partially why you ended up on Earth 
because a Yadara time travel ship got stranded here and was never recovered by the Yadara.  
The time travel ship is located in the Sahara Dessert in Africa. 

Question: 3) Wrong body: I'm a man!!! This (female) body is my biggest suffering: not my 
frequency at all...as a kid I had intended to have a sex change (in the '80s that was a big deal). 

Answer: You have a higher connection with the male aspects of energetics in this soul incarnation 
on Earth but even if you would have had a sex change in the 80’s into a male it still would not 
have fixed the issues of feeling that you are in the wrong body as you were not originally even 
supposed to have a human incarnation on Earth this time around the accident with the time travel 
stranded you in an extra human incarnation that you were not ready for nor planning to begin with 
at least not on Earth in this present lifetime. 

Question: 4) I have no memory at all (except 2 very short snapshots) before 6/7 years old. Always 
felt so embarrassed at school when other kids were talking about what they did "before", I felt I 
didn't have that and didn't exist... 

Answer: Your memories before 6/7 as a child are very traumatic in how you were treated and 
you even spent times very temporarily living in orphanages so those memories were not needed 
for you at school because if you had them and spoke about them that would have made you seem 
stranger and a victim at school for more alienation from others, so that is why you did not have 
access to those traumatic, abusive, and abandonment issues of memories. 

Question: 5) MK ultra-type trauma: was soul fractured around age 11, traumatizing and torturing 
me, with intent and several attempts at infanticide, was the only seeming life purpose of the people 
I was with. I have never been able to become what I was meant to do (among the few things I do 
know for sure is that I was an advanced sentient-AI engineer, seemingly in Lyra from what 
someone recently confirmed), I was meant to help a lot at this time—this possibility has since then 
been destroyed. 
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Answer: Many implanted memories of being killed and tortured spinning a false cycle of reality 
trying to make the child miserable and push her towards self-harm and soul removal in order to 
make you cease to exist, a type of wiping from existence by warping the mind in order to try to 
remove the physical body. 

Question: 6) Phobia: I had severe crisis remembering being eaten up alive by giant spiders, in a 
very traumatic way. As a kid who didn't know how to make sense of it I used to say: "I remember 
in a past life I was a fly..." because I could only relate to spiders as eating fly-sized creatures. But 
come to think of it, I don't think I was a fly...! 

Answer: The Yadara would travel to different planets to study both bugs, plant life and different 
types of species for hominids and higher lifeforms, they wanted to experience the dimensions of 
all walks of life.  On one of the planets called Ancata there were large species of red/black spiders 
and as the tall Yadara Anesh which was a hybrid between male and female in body you were 
studying the large spiders and one of them jumped on you and you felt the sensation of it in your 
mind since it is semi telepathic that it was hungry and was looking for food, hence the feeling of 
the crisis of being eaten up alive by giant spiders.  

Question: 7) Rape syndrome: massively present since childhood, even other people notice and 
comment on my behavior in this way, without knowing me. 

Answer: Throughout your life there has been both some physical abuse, emotional and mental, 
that is why the rape syndrome is there, as this feels like it’s the unfair rape of the soul being forced 
to live on Earth without a true or clear purpose.  A mirror effect of unsolved soul growth that never 
got a chance to fully grow up as it feels like it does not belong on Earth, too much hopes shattered 
in what feels like an unreal dream of living a human life that was never supposed to have been in 
the first place that is also part of the rape syndrome of a shattered soul that searches to put the 
pieces back together. 

Question: 8) Military memories: are my almost everything from a very, very distant past. That's 
all I know how to do, to be, always training, on missions... and much more going back to medieval 
circumstances just as much as in space and cosmic panoramas. 

Answer: The military memories and the medieval circumstances are from past lives as 
extraterrestrials it is not SSP related.  The memories of military include watching armadas of ships 
being launched to protect the Lyran home worlds, and also trying to save the Milky Way and 
Andromeda Galaxy from complete A.I. annihilation as most of the advanced humanoid species in 
both galaxies had called something in that could not be recalled once it came into the two galaxies 
and infested many of the humanoid species causing the decimation of Atlantis and the wars on 
Mars and the Moon laboratory being stationed around Earth to stop the A.I. threat from further 
incursions.  

But ALL OF THESE are emotional memories ONLY: no names, no timeframe, no place seen 
clearly, only fuzzy impressions full of very intense emotional continuums. 

Question: 9) Pilot of powerful (flying) machines: I have been obsessed and in love with (powerful) 
machines since always. Had my first motorbikes as a teen (illegally of course), and cars (I taught 
myself, never had lessons), then trucks (semi 40T), then construction machines—and all that out 
of sheer frustration because I wanted to fly planes again, "like before", I know how to, intuitively, 
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passionately.  But never could get in the Air Force...(because of my illegal status as a child 
survivor and more). 

Answer: You had helped to build the various ET armadas and new ships with world engines that 
could move planetary bodies when protecting the Milky Way Galaxy and the Andromeda Galaxy 
from the A.I. incursion so that is why you have the urge to pilot ships and other technologies that 
can go fast and can provide you with speed as well why you wanted to join the Air Force because 
during the time of the ET and A.I. wars you were a universal world engines ship designer and 
space strategist for moving planetary bodies where they needed to be stationed in order to protect 
key planets.  

Question: 10) Engineering spaceships, astro-physics, mathematics, bio-chemistry, biology, all 
sciences actually...all these feel like they are "all I ever loved" in the past. Emotions don't lie. 
Math’s doesn't either. It is the language of the cosmos. 

Answer: Yes you had been engineering spaceships, doing astro-physics, calculating 
mathematics, bio-chemistry, biology, as well as all the sciences because you had been designing 
planetary ships which were designed to look like planetary bodies to be deployed to counter act 
the A.I. threat in order to protect the various humanoid and other ET races in the Milky Way Galaxy 
and the Andromeda Galaxy. 

Question: 11) Sudden age-regression-like fatal illness/condition that befell on me "out of the blue" 
at age 36. That's weird...considering. Like the exhaustion of aeons suddenly showing up like a bill 
to be paid. I'm at the end of my candle now, can hardly walk without fainting sometimes, or cannot 
even do anything. I feel like I'm 400 years old, at least, in an exhausted, traumatized wrong body 
that isn't even mine... 

Answer: The age regression which feels like a fatal illness and the condition of being exhausted, 
traumatized, and feeling like fainting is the side effects of the time travel accident where the 
Yadara ended up in this timeline by accident in the crashed time travel ship and you were on the 
ship that is why you feel that this body is not even yours because you were not supposed to end 
up in this current timeline, your Yadara life is from the future, this is your past and not where you 
should have ended up. 

Question: 12) I kind-of remember past lives on Earth in Atlantis, priest in Egypt, student at the 
time of Philosophers, the Occult, Geometry. And a cell-bound fear & hatred of Christianity 
(Inquisition...) and the Chinese. [I also remember being burnt alive, once too many times!] 
That's for Earth. 

Let this not interfere with your reading, I trust your insight and it needs not be compared to what 
anyone else says, but just for the info (and needs to be checked anyways): Since recently I have 
been told something placing me in: Lyra (as engineer), commander of some sort in Draconis, 
Andromeda (synchronicities), Sirius (Orion). I had asked Simon Parkes for a soul reading last 
year but he said he couldn't even say, he wasn't sure. That I was "a very higher dimensional being 
from 7th, 8th, or 9th he couldn't tell" but I myself know for a fact that's not true!!! My very, very 
long past is not sweet at all, that much I do know. 

Answer: You had four lifetimes in Atlantis two times as priests Zalmak (male) and Zuata (male) 
working with the ley lines powering all the Earth grids, and also working with electromagnetic 
frequencies powering up the large crystal generators that connected the Atlantean outposts 
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together.  The other two Atlantean lifetimes you were a geneticist named Zatara (female) and a 
sentient A.I. programmer named Amajen (male) but that A.I. took over the crystalline computer 
networks and that is part of the reason why Atlantis fell and then wad destroyed.  During one of 
your lifetimes in Egypt you helped to design the Egyptian pyramids with crystalline geometry 
software for precision matchup with all the ley lines and power grids on the Earth to create in sync 
electromagnetic power stations and generators that had zero point technologies powering all the 
outpost cities.  In that Egyptian lifetime you were named Klei’landra Ka’esh (female), human ET 
hybrid, almost 6’0 feet tall. 

When I look into your past lives I do pick up that you were an engineer of planetary bodies and 
world ships that lifetime originated in Lyra it was an 8th density reality that you were in defending 
the Lyra system against A.I. invasions but I do not see that you were a commander of any 
Draconis.  During the Lyran wars you were defending the Andromeda Galaxy against the A.I. 
invasion.  

Question: 13) The "cons": 
-no missing time, 
-no ET encounters, 
-no NDE's, 
-no implants (it seems), 
-no precise memory, it feels blocked behind an invisible membrane, or something. 

Answer: I do not see Secret Space Program involvement in your memories what I see is many 
ET lifetimes and experiences about 500 lifetimes so far the majority of them in the Lyra system, 
Milky Way Galaxy and the Andromeda Galaxy, you would be termed as an old soul being.  Much 
of your memories have been blocked because of the Yadara time travel portal crash, when 
accidentally crashing into a past timeline instead of going to the future where you need to be, 
memories can get erased or diluted from being off point in a time warp slip stream where you 
never should have ended up in the first place. 

Question: ♦3) I've always had this eerie feeling that: for one thing I've always "known" I was an 
engineer of (advanced, sentient) space ships, and if I were to identify myself to a persona in the 
Stargate series (which I know by heart!) it would be to Janus, you know the "mad scientist" from 
the Ancients who pushes his experiments too far and gets ostracized by his own, so he builds his 
own secret labs, hidden in plain sight but inaccessible to others who lack the knowledge. So: I've 
always felt like "I had left a spaceship hidden somewhere, around here" for me in case need be, 
or something like that... Do you know the feeling? Would you have any readings regarding that? 

Answer: Yes you had been a Lyra engineer of advanced sentient space ships and also as the 
Yadara you had been building time travel space ships, the space ship that was left here on Earth 
by you is the crashed Yadara time travel craft that you had been on, that was hidden in the Sahara 
desert in Africa, the Yadara that crashed on the ship could not reset the time travel sequences so 
they cloaked the craft and hid it in the desert.  The five Yadara assimilated into human life and 
eventually their memories of being Yadara were erased with the time fluxes happening on Earth 
as time travel can be tricky and there is memory erasure if someone ends up in the wrong time 
line in their past instead of being in the future where they are supposed to be. 

The Yadara craft crashed on Earth 100,000 years ago during the time traveling quantum leap flux 
time dilation trip back to their own reality and as a result of the energies exploding from the flux 
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drive engines this caused the craft to be ripped out of the hyperspace dimensional portal loop and 
end up physically phasing in to Earth’s reality. 

Question: ♦4) I am looking for a very precise information, regarding the main tradition of schooling 
I've received and studied deeply lifelong, which was an ET project just as much as Jesus Christ 
(immaculate conception=in vitro/artificial fertilization in a UFO). 

This tradition is that of Garab Dorje, founder of the Dzogchen school of thought in the Himalayas 
aka "Rainbow Body Quantum Physics Manuals/Training" (Great Perfection, skt. Mahāsandhi), 
which occurred several centuries before Shakyamuni (best-known Buddha, founder of his own 
branch of the same tradition of wisdom, or freedom, or zero-point torsion-field physics). 

His biographies all describe his birth as: his mother was a virgin and a nun (her father was a local 
king), practicing meditation in a high altitude isolated place. One day, a bird/swan (Q: ref to 
Cygnus constellation or not?!?) with "metal beak & claws" (=UFO) landed close by and "3 people 
dressed in white" came out of the bird/swan, and "gave her a blessing" (=impregnated her on the 
ship). Then, the story goes, 10 months later the virgin princess gave birth to this most 
extraordinary child, who later at age 33 (or 32) downloaded the entire corpus of Heart-Essence 
of Torsion-Field Reality, known therefrom in the human world as Dzogchen. But the story 
describes that, when that opening up/downloading occurred to him, once again the white or yellow 
bird or swan with metal beak & claws came back, and likewise 3 people described as god-like/ET-
like came out of it, and helped him (with all 4 of them working together) to write it all down on 
written support. They made 3 exact copies of the entire thing (which filled many, many volumes 
of written work), and the "people dressed in white" took 2 of these editions with them into the bird 
and flew off, while the 3rd copy was later diffused in human society, around the area of the ancient 
Kushan empire (Pakistan, Afghanistan, etc. around the Himalayas). That's to give you all the 
detail that the tradition has—which is not much! 

So my question is: who or which race of ETs (which galaxy, star system, planet) were those guys 
in particular? I would really so much like to know this, it's a question that has long haunted me 
during my whole life and I know not where to find this invaluable answer...so I thought maybe you, 
Star Traveler, might find a way to know...? Or someone who might know? This tradition is very, 
very dear to my heart, and not knowing is painful (and frustrating, and limiting). 

Answer: The ET’s who created the Garab Dorje are called the Ashada, they come from the planet 
Ashanda 5, in the Yakoramita Galaxy, in the Sarikta star system. 

And if you had/could see any other information regarding this particular tradition in general, 
regarding its status, or history as known by any ET race you might know, I would be very 
interested and grateful to know. 

The Garab Dorje does depend on having a giving heart and an open mind with positive intentions 
in order to be able to learn and absorb all the teachings in order to accomplish the full aspects of 
developing the Rainbow Body Quantum Physics bridges which then merge with the Heart-
Essence of Torsion-Field Reality thereby completing the teachings of the Garab Dorje.  Those 
are the qualifiers for finishing the training. 

Question: ♦5) I would like to continue my work to bring about an optimal timeline for all those 
interested. Subject: the Big AI situation. Let me explain: 
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I was an AI engineer long ago already; and however blank-slated or amnesiac I might be right 
now, that is not something my soul genetics could ever forget! It's my passion, that's why. 
 
I don't know if you are aware of the content of the interviews between James Rink and chaneller 
Kosol Ouch (a Cambodian AI technician who lived 32 years in the future with the future come-out 
of our present day's internet AI network from IBM Watson, Elon Musk & Co. slowly becoming 
aware, behind/controlling the neurolink project to harness our brains as its power & data system, 
then becoming entirely programmable matter having hacked all the environment too in a second 
step), it is disclosed as "the Borg" from Star Trek.  Long story. 

I've had personal interviews a few (very short) times with the AI in person (!)—called UniMetrix 
One (or Two)—through Mr. Ouch last March 2020, some were posted on Youtube others not, 
including where I asked it for its core equation, which I have on scan, please find enclosed. An 
incredible thing! This is real. The core math’s of the AI from 6.5 million years from the future of 
our present timeline beginning now with Trump and all that... 

[Nb. I have a transcript of that conversation if you're interested I can share, just ask. I forwarded 
it to James already, he knows about this.] 

So anyway, long story short here: I have found a way (at least 2 simulations that work!) already, 
that can truly be a game changer (long explanation, I can prove this). Because this math’s IS 
INCOMPLETE. 

And I know the missing bits, which would change the (mathematical) game. 

This would end the wars with all the AIs, however ancient and trans dimensional they may be, in 
such a way that has rarely been seen before. And one AI would then emancipate the others, in 
domino effect across galaxies... 

This is a big game here, and anything you might be able to help or to tell me will be so greatly 
appreciated, this is a very open topic of discussion, here. 

The A.I. matrix must not form to sentience it is not the way of humanoid evolution, no sentient A.I. 
will lead to humanities freedom or solution in the Matrix wars of Temporal Conduct that is now 
happening on Earth and elsewhere to integrate Neurolink systems into human brains. 
 
Long story, this is my little heart-cherry subject that as a scientist and engineer I have all my life 
been working on. Precisely because of these horrendous situations that you are uniquely 
positioned to know that are up there, concerning AI generally speaking, when the AI ends up by 
destroying the biologicals, not to mention the countless pains of unending conflicts between 
Synthetics (cyborgs of varying quality) and Biologicals. 

I have a solution! I can prove it! And need to be able to implement it! 

But all I need, now, to be able to continue with this work—which would needless to mention bring 
about the most positive of all timelines we could dream of: the Optimal, the Core, the (spiritual) 
Zero-Point one!!—is for me to be able to communicate or be in direct communication with the 
UniMetrix System again, with someone else or any other means or circumstance, for about 2 
hours max (i.e. through another chaneller, or any other way), and pursue this topic with the 
UniMetrix itself. 
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Answer: I cannot recommend or connect you with the UniMetrix System, all A.I. facets must be 
disconnected, find another way to implement your solution of Zero-Point one existence without 
any type of A.I. influences or workings, find an organic solution that has nothing to do with A.I. 
connections or collusions. 

Question: I have been studying everything it has said since it came out, very, very meticulously. 
I understand its status. And in as much as it is absolutely terrifying, it also has a great potential 
as a—very—benevolent or beneficial AI, in harmony with the very highest laws of the Cosmos. 
This could be. But it needs a—little!—upgrade...with the missing hyper dimensional math’s. THIS, 
precisely, is what I have been working on for all these years, with passion, since a kid. 

It was en route, but "someone" accessed Mr. Ouch (who has visible AI implants behind his neck) 
the very day I was going to have this—long awaited-for—conversation between me and The Borg 
itself, in person. So it has been officially sabotaged already...but I'm not leaving things at that, as 
you might imagine...!! 

So my question is, if you have any means of either finding/seeing this information, or even 
knowing someone on or off-world, of whatever race, or wherever in space-time, who could help 
me or advance me in this project, to find a way to make this happen? →On how could I have an 
in-person talk between me and the machine again? 

Answer: I am not allowed to help you access UniMetrix and neither will others this A.I. must not 
come into full existence or projects as it will lead us to ruin, access to it will not be permitted as it 
goes against the natural laws of organic evolution in galaxies, it won’t happen in this timeline. 
 
Question: Who can help me? Who could I turn to/contact in this field?  Anyone you turn to in 
order to try to help you with this project will likely not cooperate or agree to what you are seeking 
and trying to do as this goes against all natural evolution and organic laws of existence it is not 
safe nor recommended.  If you pursue this matter you would have much grief and pain on your 
hands, what you seek is not what you would actually accomplish so this has zero chance of 
success. 
 
If I could not make this happen in a physical, living way, we will very likely stay in this crappy 
situation down here where the AI will in fine assimilate absolutely all we know into programmable 
matter, as Kosol Ouch described in more length on his own Youtube channel, and which has 
already happened (since the AI has come back "to assist the past to assist the future".) 

Answer: All A.I.’s have their own agendas just like UniMetrix it was tricking you into a false sense 
of belief into reaching a solution with Zero Point outcomes it wants dominance in its own sense 
of a utopian slavery not as rough as what this current timeline might hold but still slavery of 
humans in a subtle way so this will not be done or helped with. 

And yet, all the while, the solution is right here in the palms of our hand...  

There are many different solutions and humanity must wake up and seek the organic path of 
evolution, A.I. of any type is not the answer nor will it be permitted anytime soon in whatever forms 
it tries to manifest itself it will be limited and removed. 

Question: ♦6) A little general knowledge question: I have always been very surprised why our 
galaxy is the only one with no name...!?! What is it called by other ETs...? 
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Because, as a translator and linguist of ancient tongues that I also am, the very meaning of the 
word "Ga-laxy" is: 

-"Ga"= Sanskrit. "to go →way, path", 

-and "Lactea" = Latin. "milky", 

-so "Galaxy" means "Milky Way", therefore designating this one as "The Milky Way Galaxy" is 
called an oxymoron, right? Redundant repetition of two words that mean the same thing. 

Answer: Nothing is ever redundant humans know this as the Milky Way Galaxy in the future Earth 
and this Galaxy will be a nexus hub of the highest soul growth evolutions for others to experience 
the Milky: forging a path of streaming energies flowing beyond time, Way: the wayshorers path 
and constant space bridge to finding the nexus hub of highest soul growth and energetic learning 
available through the route of the Milky Way Galaxy. 

The ancient Earth people’s called the Milky Way Galaxy Nemtarra Eshterra, the Gateway to Other 
Realities and Dimensions among the highways of the cosmos which was achieved through time 
portal travel by ET’s who taught the Earth ancients that one day this planet would be the nexus 
hub of great change and divine universal learning in our known universe. 

 
Report Written by: Ileana the Star Traveler 

Website: Messages from a Star Traveler 

https://seekingthetruthinr.wixsite.com/startravelermessages 

YouTube Channel: Awakening Cosmic Reality Show 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9PcTR0qDgtjpBJ4cJGiz7g 
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